A small trinucleotide expansion in the TBP gene gives rise to a sporadic case of SCA17 with abnormal putaminal findings on MRI.
A Japanese woman developed gait disturbances at 25 years of age, and subsequently underwent gradual changes in her personality. By the age of 42, she showed clear signs of dementia and cerebellar ataxia, and displayed behavioral abnormalities, choreic movements and hyperreflexia. The findings of MRI not only showed cerebellar and cerebral atrophy, but also revealed putaminal rim hyperintensity on T2-weighted images. We identified a heterozygously expanded CAG/CAA repeat (45/36) within the TATA-binding protein gene, leading to a diagnosis of SCA17. These results show that a 45 CAG/CAA repeat is pathological, giving rise to early-onset SCA17.